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SK25 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

SK25 is a general-purpose carpet and upholstery stain remover for use by professional 

cleaners.  It is a pale lemon coloured liquid with a very mild lemony odour.  It is safe to use 

on all carpet and upholstery fibres, non-toxic to cleaning personnel, and non-corrosive to 

the trigger sprayers normally used for application.  It does not cause resoiling of the 

carpet, since any residue dries to a powder that is easily removed by subsequent 

vacuuming.  It is water based and mixes readily with water to facilitate removal by 

extraction when this is required.  SK25 will not attack or remove any special stain resistant 

flurochemical coating on the fibres such as the Teflon coating on Stainmaster carpets. 
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SK25 is very suitable for daily spotting of carpets and in a normal maintenance 

program. It is also useful before hot water soil extraction or shampoo cleaning of 

carpets to test whether the process will remove a stain.  It is not suitable for 

materials such as chewing gum, oil based paint and tar which normally require a 

solvent spotter such as our S110, or for some old stains which have set in the fibre 

for many months. For neglected carpets and upholstery our full professional 

spotting kit is recommended. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 

Use SK25 undiluted direct from the container.  The object is to wet the carpet 

fibre but not the backing so a small trigger spray or refillable pump pack that 

gives a controlled fine spray is a useful applicator.  Remove any easily movable 

excess of staining material and then spray lightly with the SK25. Work in with a 

spatula or small brush and then absorb into white absorbent cloth, tissue or a 

small clean cotton mop.  Alternatively, extract if a hot water soil extraction 

machine is available.  If the stain is part removed repeat.  If it is not         

attacked apply again, allow to stand for 5 minutes and repeat procedure.          

If still not responding a full spotting kit may be needed or possibly the          

stain is not removable.  Finally, dry out the area by absorption or            

extraction, and brush the pile so it has the best appearance.  Some            

staining substances such as water based paint may require a longer soak time 

than 5 minutes and after spraying it is helpful to place a cloth or tissue which 

has been wetted with the SK25 over the paint spots so the surface is kept moist 

for about 30 minutes. If the spill is reasonably fresh, i.e. not more than 1 day 

old, the SK25 will penetrate and soften the spots for easy removal. 
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As with most efficient cleaning compounds SK25 will have a drying or defatting effect on the 

skin and it is advisable to avoid contact as much as possible e.g. wear suitable gloves.  While 

SK25 is not toxic (poisonous) it is not uncommon for people permanently employed in the 

cleaning industry to become allergic to substances they handle every day and to develop 

skin rashes etc. and this is another reason for avoiding direct contact with all detergents.  If 

splashed into the eyes, wash out thoroughly with water as soon as possible.  As with all 

chemical or detergent concentrates store out of reach of children. Refer to the SDS for more 

detailed advice. 

SAFETY NOTES 
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